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TAIFEX Received Global Recognition and Named ‘Global 

Exchange of the Year’ at the FOW International Awards 2017 
 

Active year of successful product launches and innovations sees TAIFEX win third 

international award in 2017 

 

TAIPEI & LONDON, 7 December 2017 – The Taiwan Futures Exchange (TAIFEX) 

was honoured as ‘Global Exchange of the Year’ at the FOW International Awards 2017 

hosted by the Global Investor Group today in London.  

 

The ‘Global Exchange of the Year’ award caps off an extremely active year for 

TAFIEX. As of November 2017, volumes have increased 5.7% (YoY) compared to the 

previous year as TAIFEX continued to introduce new products and innovations that 

appeal to domestic and international investors. 

 

Dr. Len-Yu Liu, TAIFEX Chairman, said, “This is a great achievement for recognizing 

TAIFEX’ tremendous efforts in 2017. With the launch of USD/RMB Options, 

EUR/USD Futures, USD/JPY Futures, as well as offshore equity index futures such as 

S&P500®  Futures and DJIA®  Futures, we have continued to meet the needs of our 

customers, while expanding our appeal among new investor groups. The launch of new 

innovations, such as the after-hour trading session, has also expanded the reach of our 

market.” 

 

Decided from the winners of regional-based awards, the ‘Global Exchange of the Year’ 

award recognises one exchange that has pioneered in areas including innovation, new 

contract launches, international cooperation and technology upgrades. TAIFEX was 

also awarded ‘Exchange of the Year, Asia Pacific’ at the FOW International Awards 

2017, which acknowledges the growth and innovation being seen at the best derivatives 

market in the region. 

 

Dr. Liu concluded, “Looking ahead to 2018, we will further build on the success and 

recognition that we have achieved, while also accelerating the pace of our development 

and international outreach.” 

 

 

 

About Taiwan Futures Exchange  

Taiwan Futures Exchange (TAIFEX), established in 1997, provides products across 

asset classes including equities, indices, interest rates, FX and commodities. TAIFEX 

has continuously enhanced its technology and services in trading, clearing and 

settlement to ensure a fair and orderly marketplace. With a vision to be a world-class 

exchange befitting the fast-evolving marketplace, TAIFEX is poised to extend its global 

reach and stands as a primary derivatives exchange in Asia. For further details, please 

visit TAIFEX website at www.taifex.com.tw.  

http://www.taifex.com.tw/

